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MASS SPECTRA OF SPUTTERED SUGARS: TESTING THE ASSIGNMENT OF 
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and T. J. Wdowiak, Department of Physics, Astro and Solar System Physics Program, 
University of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham AL 35294 

The mass spectrum of the coma of Comet Halley obtained by the Giotto spacecraft in March 
1987 has a regularity which suggests that it is due to the breakdown products of a single 
polymer. Due to the ubiquitous presence of formaldehyde in interstellar space, the ease with 
which formaldehyde polymerizes into polyoxymethylene (POM), and the stability of this 
polymer it has been suggested that the mass spectrum observed by Giotto was the breakdown 
product of POM [I, 21. Experiments conducted by M. Moore and T. Tanabe in 1990, in 
which a sample of POM was irradiated by a beam of 700 keV protons, resulted in a mass 
spectrum which in all principal features correlated to that obtained by Giotto [3]. The result 
obtained by Moore and Tanabe is shown in figure 1. This paper reports on the mass spectra 
obtained by irradiating some simple sugars, similar in atomic constituents to POM, by a beam 
of H2+ ions accelerated through a potential of 250 kV. The mass spectra obtained are also 
very similar to the mass spectrum of the coma of Comet Halley. 

We have used a Van de Graaff accelerator to accelerate ions under a potential of up to 400 
kV into a target chamber to which a quadruple mass spectrometer is attached. The mass 
spectra of sputtered fragments from five different compounds were obtained: POM, Ribose, 
Xylose, Arabinose and Sucrose. In the experiments a small sample (approximately 0.1 g) of 
the material was placed on the target substrate, which consisted of a fine mesh screen on a 
copper disk, and pressed into the mesh of the screen using a laboratory press. The target was 
then mounted in the sample chamber and the chamber evacuated to a pressure of 10-6 torr. 
The sample was then irradiated with a beam of H ~ +  ions at a current of 0.5 to 1.0 pA for 1 to 
2 minutes during which time the mass spectrum of the sputtered fragments was monitored. 
Prior to irradiating the target a background mass spectrum was taken and saved in the mass 
spectrometer. Our background spectrum is significantly different from that obtained for any 
sample. The results shown in figure 2 are the result of subtracting the background mass 
spectrum from the mass spectrum obtained while the target was being irradiated. 

As can be seen, for all materials tested at UAB the mass spectra are quite similar, they all 
consist of a prominent set of peaks in the regions 44-48 m u ,  59-63 m u ,  73-76 m u  and 87- 
89 amu. These features correspond very well with the features in the mass spectra obtained by 
Moore and Tanabe and this also correlates well with the Giotto results. The experimental data 
so far supports the conclusion that polyoxymethylene is a component of cometaq comas. 
However, our results also indicate that this assignment must rest upon the greater likelihood of 
formation of POM in comets as compared to the likelihood of formation of simple sugars. 
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Fig. 1. The upper curve 
reproduces the mass 
spectrum measured by the 
PICCA instrument on board 
the Giotto spacecraft. This 
is compared with the 
laboratory mass spectrum of 
fragments produced during 
sputtering of 
polyoxymethylene at 300 K 
with 700 keV protons. 
From Moore and Tanabe 
[31. 
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Figure 2. Mass spectra of fragments sputtered from targets made of POM or of various 
sugars. As indicated by the asterisk the 73-75 arnu feature in the POM spectrum is much more 
noticeably bimodal, the only significant difference between the POM spectrum and that of the 
sugars. This is also observed in the data by Moore and Tanabe. 
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